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ABOUT EUGENOMIC

Born 10 years ago with the aim to focus on
preventive personalized medicine .

In the field of pharmacogenetics , addressed to
clinicians, eugenomic has developed g-nomic a
unique personalized prescription platform.

Addressed to laboratories , we have created r-
nomic , a scalable platform that serves
pharmacogenetics and medical reports , fully
comprehensive with actionalbe
recomnedations.
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Patient is prescribed a medication.
Doctor checks in g-Nomic for drug-
drug interactions, drug-lifestyle,
inhibitions, inductions, metabolism
and risk related to medication.
Prescribes pgx test. 

Laboratory carries out the genetic
test. Generates a raw data file and
uses r-Nomic reporting to generate
either single drug reports, multi
drug or multi speciality reports.
Laboratory downloads specific
smart reports.
Laboratory uses g-Nomic to provide
pgx consultations to their
customers.

Patient receives a personalized
pgx report from laboratory.
Patient has pgx consultation with
doctor.
Patient can easaly download
eugenomic pgx app, and with one
click upload his genetic
information to check his day-to-
day pgx information.



FOR CLINICIANS
FAST, PRECISE AND CONCISE 

PHARMACOGENETICS ON THE POINT OF CARE



A personalised prescription platform that allows the
general condition of the patient to be assessed in a few
seconds with regard to medication.

Genes related to drug
metabolism, transport and
receptors.

Drugs introduced. 
Equivalent to more than
12,000 brand names.

Drug-drug interactions
96

2.300

18.000

Medication-related risks2.500

Substrates, inhibitors and
inducers

4.800
Total interaction
combinations3.7M

g-Nomic: 

Personalized prescription



How does g-Nomic work?

PATIENT DOCTOR LAB

DOCTOR AND

PATIENT

Visits doctor.
Takes one or
more drugs 

Checks in g-Nomic
drug interactions,

lifestyle, risk and genes
related to medication.

Performs the pgx test
and generates an

actionable report for
the doctor.

With the help of g-
Nomic doctor can

resolve the puzzle of
patient's medication.



g-Nomic helps

85 %

50 %

90 %

Peace of mind on the physician's side. 
All the medication is suitable
according to patient's genetics and
poly medication.

Patient satisfaction.
Feels secure after the visit to the
doctor. Additionaly, knows what
lifestyle may interact.

Health system savings.
One visit is enough to the doctor. No
need to do trial error when prescribing.
No more ineficiency. No more toxicity in
treatments.



g-Nomic: 
entreprise pricing

For hospitals, clinics and laboratories. 
Starting at only 4.950 € per year 

Unlimited concurrent users(1)

(1) Starting price set for 5. (2) 6hours online included

Unlimited number of patients

Unlimited drug interactions clics

g-Nomic report print

Company logo in home and reports

Access to medication monographs

Personalized training on pharmacogenetics (2)



FOR LABORATORIES
TOOL FOR ACTIONABLE PHARMACOGENETICS AND

MEDICAL REPORTS



r-Nomic 

Reporting module

Genetic results easy to read and interpret.

Cloud based reports

Accelerate time to market for all your genetic
offering

Extend your genetis offering with ready to use
reports for pharmacogenetics and medical 

Bring value to your customers with actionable
reports with clear recommendations 

Customizable reports for matching
your customer's needs



Ready to use pgx reports

Multiple speciality
pgx report. Includes
200 active
ingredients

Pgx report addressed
to statin treatment

Pgx report addressed
to mental health
disorders

Pgx report addressed
to hiperactivity 

Pgx report addressed
to anthipertensive
treatment.

Pgx report addressed
to antipsichotic
treatment

Pgx report addressed
to cardiovascular
health

Pgx report addressed
to prostate
pathologies

Pgx report addressed
to anesthesia and
post operations.

Pgx report addressed
to antidepressant
treatment.

and more



Ready to use medical reports

DETOXgenes ELIPSEgenes
(nutrigenetics)

ESTROgenes
(estrogen
metabolism)

HEALTHYgenes
(general health
checkup)

GUTgenes 

COLONgenes (risk for
colon cancer)

DENTALgenes (risk
for periodontitis,
bruxism and caries)

INMUNOgenes THROMBOgenesSPORADICgenes (risk
for sporadic breast
cancer)

and more



Proud to improve your
quality of life
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